FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

N A V I g a t i on
14 . 1 – 27 . 2
(Hong Kong, 8 January 2016) Puerta Roja is proud to present the first exhibition in 2016 –
NAVIgation, bringing together a selection of works by our Spanish and Latin American
artists. The exhibition opens 14 January at SOHO189 Art Lane with Leo Gallery, Galerie Huit
and PearlLam Galleries hosting opening receptions on same night.

Navigation stems from the Latin navigare "to sail, go by sea, steer a ship," from navis "ship"
and agere "to drive". From a contemporary perspective “navigation” can be understood
in a broader sense as first, the laying of a collision-free global path from a starting position
to a target destination through a complex environment; and second, the steering or
moving along that path while avoiding obstacles.
For the first exhibition of 2016, Puerta Roja brings together a selection of works by its stable
of Spanish and Latin American artists exploring and creating new paths to our outer and
inner worlds. Navigating nature, urban, time and spiritual landscapes, the artists’ steer the
viewer towards a deeper understanding of the complex environment that surrounds us.
The exhibition will also introduce for the first time at Puerta Roja the works of its newest
Spanish artist Miguel Angel Iglesias FernAndez. In his paintings, Miguel Angel creates
idealized urban landscapes, laying paths for the viewer to be immersed in a multicoloured sensory experience in an austere city void of figurative elements. Shadows, light
and an exceptional colour palette are the only elements that bring the landscape alive. In
an increasingly globalised world, Miguel Angel’s cities lack any hint for local identification,
they could be seen as a window into an almost perfect urban parallel reality. An optimist
at heart, his sculptural paintings give us a view from above, a view that removes the traps
or obstacles that arise from the minutia, from the small problems that create conflict
amongst us. In such way, as a true navigator, Miguel Angel steers us in the path of a more
hopeful future.
The exhibition also incorporates a broad selection of sculptures and paintings from Puerta
Roja’s represented artists, including Carlos Aguirre, Héctor Velázquez, Irene Dubrovsky,
Javier León Pérez, José Luis Alexanco, María García-Ibáñez and Mauricio Garrido.
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Exhibition

NAVIgation

Opening Night

7-9:00pm: Thursday January 14, 2016

Exhibition Date

15 January – 27 February 2016

Location

Puerta Roja
1/F SOHO 189 Art Lane,
189 Queens Road West, Sheung Wan, Hong Kong

Media

For more information, please contact info@puerta-roja.com

Contacts

(+852) 2803 0332
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about Miguel Angel (b. 1971, France)
Miguel Angel creates idealized urban landscapes, laying paths for the viewer to be
immersed in a multi-coloured sensory experience in an austere city void of figurative
elements. Shadows, light and an exceptional colour palette are the only elements that
bring the landscape alive. In an increasingly globalised world, Miguel Angel’s cities lack
any hint for local identification, they could be seen as a window into an almost perfect
urban parallel reality. An optimist at heart, his sculptural paintings give us a view from
above, a view that removes the traps or obstacles that arise from the minutia, from the
small problems that create conflict amongst us. In such way, as a true navigator, Miguel
Angel steers us in the path of a more hopeful future
Born in Paris to Spanish parents, Miguel Angel Iglesias Fernández moved to Barcelona to
study painting. After his studies, he relocated to New York, where the work of abstract
expressionism, in particular that of Mondrian and Rothko, had a strong influence on his
work. Miguel Angel returned to Spain where he currently lives and works. His trademark
cityscapes have been exhibited in Europe, Asia and the Americas. He has participated in
numerous top international art fairs, amongst others, in New York, Miami, London, The
Netherlands, Spain, Germany, Taiwan, Korea, China and New Dehli. His works are part of
important collections in Spain, including Colección “Testimonis”, Fundación La Caixa,
Fundación Fran Daurer, Fundación Vila Casas and Fundació Francisco Godia.

about the gallery: Puerta Roja
Since it’s foundation in 2010 by Adriana Alvarez-Nichol, Puerta Roja has pioneered the
promotion of established and emerging contemporary artists as the only gallery to
specialise in Latin American and Spanish art in the region. Located in Hong Kong’s most
up and coming art enclave, SOHO 189 Art Lane, Puerta Roja prides itself on having both
a strong influence in the development of the local contemporary art scene as well as a
growing footprint across Asia-Pacific.
Adriana Alvarez-Nichol is the first art dealer in Hong Kong dedicated to Latin American
art in Asia Pacific and Vice-President to the Board of the Hong Kong Art Gallery
Association. Born in Mexico, but having spent her working life in London and around the
world, Adriana has always been passionate about the artists of her homeland. As both
new and established collectors look for higher quality art and greater diversification,
Adriana is opening the door to Latin American and Spanish art in Asia Pacific.
Under her guidance, Puerta Roja collaborates with a wide network of renowned galleries
and art organizations from Latin America, Asia and Europe, and participates in the top
international art fairs in Hong Kong, Indonesia, Taiwan, Sydney and Korea. The gallery
invests in the primary market, arranges for commissions, sources specific mandates and
intermediates in the secondary market, primarily between Asian and Latin American
private collectors.
Prior to becoming an art dealer, Adriana’s long career in investment and private banking
took her to Europe, Asia Pacific, USA, Africa and the Middle East. Adriana is an Economist
from ITAM and holds an MBA from the London Business School. She was also a recipient
of the prestigious British Chevening Scholarship and named as one of the “Top Ten Most
Powerful Mexican Women Abroad” by CNN.
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